Rarity

Examples of rarity in a Sentence. These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources
to reflect current usage of the word 'rarity.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of
Merriam-Webster or its editors.Rarity may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Concepts; 2 People; 3 Fictional characters; 4
Music; 5 See also. Concepts[edit]. Economic rarity, or scarcity, the economic.rarity definition: something that is very
unusual, or the quality of being very unusual. Learn more.Rarity is a female unicorn pony and one of the main characters
of My Little Pony Friendship is Magic. She is Sweetie Belle's older sister and the subject of.Rarity definition, something
rare, unusual, or uncommon: Snowstorms are a rarity in the South. See more.Rarity is the fashionista of the show 'My
Little Pony: Friendship is Magic'. Rarity's element may be generosity, but that is only a short word in a long list of
many.Noun[edit]. rarity (plural rarities). A measure of the scarcity of an object. ( chemistry, of a gas) Thinness; the
property of having low density quotations ?. Rarity tracks how many times you've tried to obtain various rare items like
mounts , battle pets, and toys. It will tell you how likely you are to obtain the item, track.Define rarity (noun) and get
synonyms. What is rarity (noun)? rarity (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.All
monsters, strongboxes and most of the items come in one of four different rarities. The common rarity is normal,
followed by magic, rare and.3 days ago Rarity is a statistic that applies to all items, loosely indicating their value and the
difficulty with which they are obtained. An item's Rarity is.RARITY. 11K likes. A few sometimes cold guys who play at
the venues, write the music, and eat the burritos.Definition of rarity - the state or quality of being rare.Define rarity.
rarity synonyms, rarity pronunciation, rarity translation, English dictionary definition of rarity. n. pl. rarities 1.
Something rare. 2. The quality or state.Synonyms for rarity at lisamariekiss.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for rarity.The latest Tweets from RARITY (@rarityband). I Couldn't Be
Weaker. Hamilton, ON.A page for describing Characters: Friendship Is Magic: Rarity. The bearer of the Element of
Generosity. A unicorn with an eye for fashion and a generous .
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